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REFLECTIONS ON 
DAVID’S REPENTANCE
II SAMUEL 12

1. The plan of God is to interfere in the effects of sin in our lives.

a. For some of us, when we’re caught, we just want our “I’m sorry” to erase the 
experience and get rid of all the effects.

b. We want to create a long rationalization. “Well, you just don’t really understand me. 
You don’t know who I’m married to,” or “You could not understand my problems.” 
Sometimes, when we’re caught like a David, we rightly say, “God, open my eyes to 
what I’ve done and, in the process, give me victory from it.”

c. For some of us, getting caught exaggerates our fear of God, produces in us a 
desire to figure a way out, causes us to fear, rebel and become embittered by the 
consequences of our sin, and causes some of us to turn from God.

2. One of the ways that we can know for sure that our hearts are experiencing 
repentance is when we accept the consequences of what we’ve done.

3. The unrepentant heart turns from God; the repentant heart turns to God.

4. We will see, in part, what happened inside of David. Verse 3 of Psalm 32 says, “When I 
kept silent about my sin, my body wasted away through my groaning all day long, and 
day and night Thy hand was heavy upon me. My vitality was drained away as with the 
fever heat of summer.”

5. He feels the shame and guilt and the effect of them is robbing him of his vitality.

6. Externally, life is the same. For at least ten to twelve months, there is no mention of the 
sin by David to anyone.

7. If you are the friend or spouse of someone who has been caught in their sin, one of the 
tragedies is that life has been going on as if nothing were wrong, and you’re blindsided 
by what is revealed. Trust is violated more in the hiding than in the sinful behavior.

8. Sin deceives us into thinking that we can choose to stop anytime we want to.

9. It is the Lord that initiates the discovery of David’s sin, not David. And it’s because he 
has heard the groaning of David’s heart in the bondage of David’s guilt, and He brings 
Nathan to David.
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10. God uses a truth-teller to play an incredible role in the life of the saint who is 
unwilling to deal with their hidden sin.

11.  Nathan was sent of God to tell David the truth.

12. When there is unresolved sin in the heart of the saint, that unresolved sin will 
sensitize us to the sin of others, but it will give us permission to judge and condemn 
them in their sin. That’s exactly the role David plays.

13. Sin gives us insight into sin, but it doesn’t give us the power to deal with the power 
of sin.

14. Nathan goes on to explain to David something that David needed to hear: He “was 
the man.” He explains the intention of God. This is such a painful thing to hear 
because it reveals the Father’s heart, it reveals the abuse that we give God and 
shows the delicacy of the Father’s heart. Listen to what he says, “Thus sayeth the 
Lord (verse 7) God of Israel. It is I, God, who anointed you king over Israel. It is I who 
delivered you from the hand of Saul. I also gave you your master Saul’s house; I 
gave you your master’s wives into your care. I gave you the house of Israel. I gave 
you the house of Judah.” Now listen to the heart of God. “...and David, if that had 
been too little I would have added to you many more things like these.” Listen to 
God’s heart to David. “David, you did this. Listen, David. I, God, am the one who 
chose you. I anointed you. I made you king. I gave you your master’s household. 
Listen, David, I gave you Israel, I gave you Judah.” How could this not be enough? 
We have the ability to minimize the grace (favor) of God in our lives.

15. Sin that is unresolved in us takes from others what is not ours at the expense of 
losing what God would give us freely.

16. Do we understand that the reason many of us Christians live defeated, unfavored 
lives is because we are choosing sin by pursuing what is not ours to have at the 
expense of the favor of God which is His to give?

17. David in his unresolved sin gave himself liberty, but his unresolved sin gave his 
children license.

18. Anytime we repent of the unresolved issues in our life, the bondage from the effect 
of our sin on those we influence can be broken.

19. For many of us, by the time we get caught, the seeds of our unresolved sin have 
already affected our children and those we influence.

20. The basis of repentance is always in its dependency on the atoning work of God.

21. Review the process of Psalm 51.

22. Unless I believe that my sin needs atonement, and unless I believe there is 
atonement in the blood of Jesus Christ, I will never know repentance.
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23. In repentance I own what sin has done to me and others.

24. In the process of repentance, I must call sin, sin. To the degree I paint sin gray, I 
cannot come free of the bondage of sin.

25. David is saying that I lived in my sin because I never went to God with the 
power of that sin until I got caught.

26. I will never, ever, be relieved of the sin that is plaguing me by dealing with acts 
of that sin. If I want to deal effectively with hidden sin, start being honest about 
the permission I give myself to sin and the power and authority of that sin. I will 
not understand or know the joy of repentance unless I, by faith, believe two 
things are true:

a. That God, in fact, can deal with the sin.
b. That God can, in fact, has created a new heart in me.

27. De-sin me, God, clean me. And I, by faith, believe you can, Lord. I believe the 
power of the cross is capable of violating the power of every sin I have, and I 
want to learn that as a believer.

28. Unless the joy of your salvation has returned, you have not repented.

29. The reason some of us never disclose our sin is because we never intend to do 
anything about it.
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SAUL’S 
DISOBEDIENCE

I SAMUEL 15

1. Obedience does not initiate a process; it is a response in a process.

2. When we are vulnerable in an area, there is the potential for being tested in that area.

3. Obedience is my responsibility. What’s God’s responsibility? It’s to deal with the 
consequences of my obedience.

4. When you act out of trust and are obedient, God increases your sphere of influence.

5. A foundational effect of obedience is influence.

6. One of the problems with sinners is that we have a built-in sense that we will not suffer the 
consequences of our disobedience. For this reason, we are willing to make significant wrong 
choices. 

Because we stand at a place trying to anticipate the future, we have no idea of what it’s like 
to pass through the veil of disobedience. An action of disobedience takes us through that 
veil, and we have no way on this side of disobedience to measure the consequences.

We assume we are able to see the future and deliberately commit an act of disobedience, 
convinced we will not suffer the consequences or that, in our case, the consequences will 
not be significant. We pass through the veil and now we stand on the side of sin with a new 
awareness. The awareness is that we now, in disobedience, are living out the effects of our 
disobedience. Most of us are not willing to face the consequences of our disobedience.

7. Saul’s anointing is important because it’s an outward sign of who Saul represents.

8. In leadership, you’re going to come across people who deliberately disobey God. If this 
doesn’t grieve you, get out of leadership. If you’re not affected by the poor choices God’s 
people make, then you shouldn’t be in leadership.

9. Partial obedience is always a declaration of self. Partial obedience says, “What I did was good 
enough.” God cannot expect more from me than I think I’m able to do. Did God ask him to 
do his best? Or did God ask him to do what God wanted him to do? Doing your best for God 
always limits the interpretation of God’s will.

10. You, as a leader, process the response of disobedience by bringing the person back to truth.
•	 It is not your job to outsmart them.
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•	 It is not your job to out-rationalize their disobedience.
•	 It is not your job to out-think them.
•	 It is not your responsibility when faced with disobedience to bring the 

disobedient back to truth.
•	 It is not your responsibility as a leader to bring people to truth and be 

responsible for their response. You cannot make them do anything, so do 
not try to.

•	 Samuel, wisely, did not own Saul’s response.

11. “Why?” is a question that always triggers a response of motive. “Why?” questions 
are questions of authority. In order for me to ask a “why?” question, I am assuming 
the right to question motive. Samuel asked a question of motive because, as the 
prophet, he had the right to speak for God into the life of the king and it was his 
responsibility to elicit the motive. Unless you have by permission or authority and 
the right to ask somebody “Why?” - don’t ever ask somebody “Why?” You ask them, 
“What?” did they do, not “why did they do it.”

12. “And Saul said to Samuel, ‘I did obey the voice of the Lord, and I did go on the 
mission which the Lord sent me. And, I’ve only brought back Agag the king, but I’ve 
already destroyed all the Amelekites. But the people took some of the spoil, the 
sheep, the oxen, the choicest of the things devoted to destruction, to sacrifice to 
the Lord your God.”’ 
What is he doing? Shifting blame! In denial! He’s denying the truth. Rationalizing!

13. Yes, Saul depersonalized his own relationship with God. Saul said, “to the Lord 
your God.” We try to depersonalize our relationship with God when we act in 
disobedience.

14. Saul keeps what he thinks is valuable for his own use.

15. To Saul, King Agag was a symbol of power!

16. He was initiating obedience. Isn’t it a good thing to present an offering to God? It’s 
what God is all about isn’t it? If you want to make God happy, give Him something 
good. Try to please Him.

17. When he’s blaming those other people, is he giving up the authority that God gave 
to him? 

18. He’s defining the terms upon which he intends to reign. The minute God’s anointed 
define the terms under which they will serve, they are, in fact, denying the authority 
that God has placed in their anointing (calling).

19. When we intentionally disobey, we are defining the terms under which we are 
choosing to serve. That definition is creating for us a loss of his authority to the gain 
of our own.

20. Remorse is feeling sorry for getting caught. Remorse still has blame in it. 
Repentance accepts the responsibility for the consequences of what was done. 
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Many will confess their sins freely with no intention of repentance. Many will agree 
that what they are doing is wrong, with no intention of ownership.

Saul’s words here help us understand his motive. He did not say, “I have sinned, I 
have transgressed the Lord because I, on purpose and for my own reasons, was 
disobedient.” Listen carefully - he never owns his disobedience. What he does own is 
the regret that he got caught and that there would be consequences to being caught. 
Like many leaders, he does not want to lose favor in the eyes of the people.

21. Number one, he was concerned about the effect on himself. A repentant heart is no 
longer concerned by the effect on them. Saul said, “If you go back without me, what 
are the people going to think? And by the way, I’m still the king.” You see, he was 
concerned about himself. Remorsefulness will keep us focused on ourselves. We’ll be 
protecting ourselves.

22. Number two. Remorse will always try to limit the consequences. Repentance allows 
our heart to face the consequences. When I intentionally disobey God, it isn’t enough 
for me to say I sinned. It is only repentance when I am willing to admit why I did it and 
who was affected by what I did. Then it’s repentance. You see the repentant person 
wants to do all they can do to heal the effect of their choice. The remorseful person 
wants to see how little they can get hurt in the process of getting caught.

23. Followers are always affected by the disobedience of their leaders. There are no 
exceptions. Remember the key foundational reality of obedience is the effect that it 
has on followers.

24. Whenever you as a leader take liberty, you are giving license. When you as a leader 
choose to deliberately disobey and act as if what you did isn’t so bad, you’re saying 
to your whole space of influence, “Obedience is not that important. In fact, you can do 
mostly what is asked by God.”

25. Now you know what those leaders who disobey will do because the disobedience 
is still unresolved in them. They’ll turn around and judge their perceived lack of 
followership in those that follow them.

26. Repentance has God’s glory in mind where remorse has self-glory or self-protection in 
mind.

30. So Samuel said to him, “The Lord has torn the kingdom of Israel from you today and 
has given it to your neighbor who is better than you.” (verse 29). 

Now, Saul, anointed of God, deliberately changes the instruction of God. 
Deliberately negotiates his own interpretation. 
Deliberately redefines the way he will choose to reign as king. 
Deliberately accepts none of the consequences of the effect on his followers. 
God deliberately takes the kingdom from him.

“And also the glory of Israel will not lie or change His mind. For He is not a man that 
he should change his mind.” God is not a man, in that God does not change His truth. 
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God’s truth is not negotiable.

32. In his disobedience, Saul cannot see the consequences of the choice. He goes 
through the veil and, standing on the other side, comes face to face with the truth. He 
lives every day the rest of his life bearing the consequence of his choice to disobey 
and not repent.

33. Disobedience hardens his heart and makes him bitter toward the Lord’s anointed, 
David.

34. The key to repentance, as opposed to remorse, is what God does with the individual.  
Repentance expresses humility, our trust in God’s provision for what I have done, 
which will lead us to a greater fulfillment.

 
Remorse will lead to being stripped of what you have. 
Some may say, “I know that I have transgressed the Word of the Lord. I couldn’t help 
myself.” This is not repentance. That is weakness. So nothing is revealed when we tell 
God we’re weak. 

What is revealed in the heart when we tell God that we’ve sinned is what effect 
our repentance has on our relationships with God and His Truth, and on those we 
influence.


